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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
(Reference para 8 of SEBI Circular No. MIRSD/SE/CIR-19/2009 dated December 03, 2009)

A. Refusal of orders/restrictions on trading in penny stocks and illiquid stocks 
RCSPL Share Broking Private Limited (RCSPL) may at his discretion refuse to execute any buy or sell of any scrip / shares / stock / derivatives
contract on behalf of the client including but not restricted to dealings in penny stocks, illiquid stocks, infrequently traded stocks /contract, stocks in
Z category, Trade to Trade or any other category etc if RCSPL / Exchanges / Regulatory Authorities is of the view that such execution would
adversely affect market integrity or give rise to regulatory / disciplinary actions / concerns. The restriction on the stock/securities may be as to the
price, quantity or mode of placement of orders. RCSPL reserves the right to disable certain scrips for trading on online trading platform and/or on
sub broker/authorised person’s terminals and/or on terminals at various locations of RCSPL or put quantity or price restrictions while putting trade
orders. The penny stock would mean any stock trading at a price less than Rs. 10 or at a price less than the face value or any other stock
specified by the Regulatory Body/Stock Exchange as such or which are appearing in the list of illiquid securities issued by the Exchanges every
month. In general terms, it is a low priced, speculative security or a very small company, regardless of market capitalization. 

The above referred restrictions are placed on the trading activities of the client as the stock may be exposed to price rigging and other market
manipulative activities. Clients may note that for risk mitigation, RCSPL shall have the right to reject the orders placed by the client and/or put
circuit breakers to discourage trades getting executed at unrealistic prices from the current market price of the security or prohibit the client from
trading in illiquid securities which creates artificial liquidity or manipulates prices or to discourage client from cross/ synchronized trading and
RCSPL shall not be liable for any loss arising out of non acceptance or rejection of the client orders for any such reason if the client fails to give
sufficient reason for placing such orders. 

B. Setting up client’s exposure limits 
RCSPL may at its discretion permit/allow such exposure limit for trading by Client as it deems fit (including but not limited to exposure limits,
turnover limits, limits as to number, value and/kind of securities/ contracts in respect of which buy or sell orders can be placed) despite the fact that
the client may have adequate or more than adequate required margin in place. Such exposure limit may operate specific to a security or contract
and/or on an aggregate basis whether on the buy or the sell side, based on RCSPL assessment of the associated risks having due regard to all
relevant factors. Further, RCSPL may modify, change or alter such limit or the conditions attached thereto from time to time as may be deemed fit
on the basis of its risk perception and other relevant factors. Further RCSPL may as risk containment measure at any time at its sole discretion
and without prior notice, prohibit or restrict the client to place the orders or trade in all or some of securities/contracts despite the fact that the client
may have adequate or more than adequate required margin in place. At the sole discretion of RCSPL, the client shall be permitted to trade upto a
pre-determined number of times of the margin (the “Multiple”) and the quantum of the Multiple on the margin 

C. Brokerage Rates 
Brokerage will be charged to the client based on the brokerage rates specified in the account opening form or as per the product / scheme opted
by the client from time to time. Based on the value of business done by the client and risk perception, RCSPL may increase/reduce the brokerage
rate at its sole discretion, subject to the brokerage limits as prescribed by SEBI/Exchange. Updated brokerage rate will be communicated in writing
which interalia includes post / courier / email through various modes of communication and will get reflected in the contract notes for future trades.
The Brokerage will be charged within the limits as prescribed by SEBI/Exchange. The Client shall also liable to pay all the applicable taxes
including Securities Transaction Tax, GST, Stamp duties and other charges/statutory levies, if any as may be levied from time to time. 

D. Imposition of penalty/Delayed Payment Charges: 
If the Client fails to make payment of the amount due within the time frame specified by the Bye-laws, Rules and Regulations of the Exchange
and/or as per the policy of RCSPL, RCSPL shall be entitled to levy such charges by way of penalty or delayed payment charges not exceeding
24% per annum on amount due as RCSPL may deem fit to deter them from delaying the payment in future. The Client authorizes RCSPL to
directly debit the charges to the Client trading account and to set off a part or whole of the collateral/ ledger balances i.e. by way of appropriation of
the relevant amount of cash or by way of sell or transfer of all or some of the securities, without notice, or invoke the pledged shares placed as
margin/ collateral with RCSPL, and/ or any credit in any account of the Client in any of the segment of the Stock Exchange, against the
outstanding/dues, to the extent of settlement / margin obligation in the account of the Client for any segment of the Stock Exchanges. The
adjustment, so done, shall be by way of a passing necessary journal voucher entries 

Delayed Payment charges will be calculated considering balance lying across all Exchange/s and Segment/s on any given day. RCSPL may at its
sole discretion depending on various factors including credit history of the client, increase or decrease the charges and will be communicated
through the relationship manager / email communication / through various modes of communication in writing which interalia includes post /
courier / email. 

E. The Right to sell Client’s securities or to close Client’s positions without notice to Client on account of non-payment of client’s dues If a client
fails to make payment of consideration due to RCSPL in respect of any one or more securities purchased by him before the pay-in date notified by
the Exchange from time to time, RCSPL shall be at liberty to sell / liquidate the securities received in pay-out, as per the policy of RCSPL, after
taking into account any amount lying to the credit of the Client. The loss, if any on account of liquidation shall be to the account of the Client.
Without prejudice to RCSPL other rights, RCSPL shall be entitled to liquidate/close out all or any of the Client’s positions, without giving notice to
the Client, for non-payment of margins or other amounts, outstanding debts, etc. 

RCSPL on best effort basis will try and inform the client and give him reasonable time for payment. However it will be the responsibility of client to
track his margins/obligations by going through margin statements sent to the client on daily basis. Any and all losses and financial charges on
account of such liquidation/closing-out shall be charged to and borne by the Client.
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RCSPL has the right but not obligation, to cancel all pending orders and to sell/close/ liquidate all open position /securities / shares when mark to
market percentage reaches or crosses stipulated margin percentage, whichever is earlier. In the event of such square off, the client agrees to bear
all the losses based on actual executed prices. The client shall also be solely liable for all and any penalties and charges levied by the
exchange(s). 

F. Shortages in obligations arising out of internal netting of trades. 
If the Client fails to deliver any one or more securities to the pool account of RCSPL in respect of the securities sold by the Client which turns out
to be an internal position, on or before the pay-in date notified by the Exchange from time to time, for such un-discharged obligation in relation to
delivering, any one or more securities, attempt shall be made by RCSPL to buy the shares from the market on the pay in day or on the next
working day on behalf the client who has delivered short and deliver the same to the client who has bought them. However, in case for any reason,
whatsoever RCSPL is unable to buy such quantity, the outstanding obligation of the Client shall be settled as per the policy and procedures
enclosed herewith. The loss, if any, on account of the close out shall be to the account of the Client. 

G. Conditions under which Client may not be allowed to take further position or RCSPL may close the existing position of the Client RCSPL may at
any time at its discretion disallow the Client from creating further/fresh position in any segment on any exchange or close out any existing position
of the Client based on various factors as listed below but not limited to:

If there is a continuous debit Balance in client’s account or having insufficient margin in client’s account required to maintain his open
position.
If client is not responding satisfactorily to the Company/regulatory enquiry on trades undertaken by him explaining the rationale for
transactions or fails to provide documents to prove beneficial ownership of shares, submit proof of income/Net worth etc.
If there is an order by SEBI or any other appropriate authority debarring the client from dealing in securities market or an order to
suspend/seize client’s account by any authority.
In case of dormant/inactive account and
At the discretion of the company and thereafter sending a written intimation to the client

H. Temporary Suspension /Closure of a client’s Account 
RCSPL shall if so required in writing by the Client temporarily suspend/ disable trading in the Client’s account unless so required for the purpose of
closing of transactions referred to in (E)and (G) above and maintain such suspension/disablement till such time the Client makes a specific request
in that regard. RCSPL as a protective measure and also good governance carries out internal checks on the transactional activities in the clients
accounts to verify trading in dormant accounts, trading in illiquid scripts, any manipulated activities by the Client’s (detectable), If there is not a
single active demat account linked to trading account, ECN bounces and trading activities not commensurate with income declared, other money
laundering activities, first time trade in future and options, spurt in volumes and any other activities which RCSPL may feel is derogatory /
detrimental to the market or client. These activities are carried out as proactive measures and some of them as various regulatory requirements. In
above cases, RCSPL may deactivate the client account in the system for the purpose of further trading activity with or without notice. The Client
agrees to co-operate with RCSPL to maintain the integrity of the market. RCSPL or its employees will not be held liable for any of the losses or
notional losses that may occur in Client account due to any of the above actions. 

I. Deregistration of a Client 
RCSPL may at any time, as it considers necessary shall be entitled, at its sole / absolute discretion to not to allow the Client to trade, unless such
Client provides margins to the extent as may be specified by RCSPL considering various risk factor. 

RCSPL shall be entitled to suspend or terminate this relationship without prior notice in any of the following circumstances but not limited to:

The Client has breached the relationship.
Upon the death, winding up, bankruptcy, liquidation or legal incapacitation of the Client or is designated as a defaulter by any credit rating
agency or subject to any proceedings under any bankruptcy/insolvency law or suffered to be taken any action for its reorganization,
liquidation or dissolution or any action / proceedings have been initiated by the relevant Regulator / Authority including without limitation to
SEBI.
The Client fails to maintain the Bank Account and/or the Securities Account (Or any replacement thereof) as a defaulter by any credit
rating agency or any action or proceedings have been initiated by the relevant Regulator/Authority including without limitation to SEBI.
If the client being a partnership firm, steps taken by the client and/or its partners for dissolution of the partnership
If the client being a company, goes into liquidation or has a receiver appointed in respect of its assets or refers itself to the Board of
Industrial and Financial Reconstruction or under any other law providing protection as a relief undertaking.
The Client has misrepresented facts at the time of entering into this relationship or at the time of giving instructions or otherwise.
Any proceedings or investigations that involve the Client or his/its properties have been initiated or is ongoing.
The client fails to fulfill his/its payment obligations under this relationship or otherwise due to RCSPL;
The Client has violated the applicable laws particularly the Securities law and Bye-laws, Rules and Regulations of the respective Stock
Exchanges on which the Client trades,
If the Client migrates to a jurisdiction which prohibits trading in Indian securities or otherwise subjects RCSPL or any of its employees to
any licensing or registration requirements.

J. Inactive (Dormant) Accounts 
A Trading account in which no trades are done across any segment of any Exchange/s for one year would be termed as “Inactive” or “Dormant”
trading account. RCSPL does not freeze any “Inactive” or “Dormant” trading account. However, any trade emanating from such trading accounts
pursuant to the same being classified as “Inactive” or “Dormant” trading account would be subject to necessary due diligences and confirmations
as RCSPL may deem fit necessary due diligences and confirmation as per the policy and procedure enclosed herewith.
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K. Penal charges that may be debited to the Client’s account 
RCSPL reserves the right to debit client’s ledger for any penal charges that may be charged by any 

Regulators/ Exchanges/Depositories on RCSPL on the client level for any default/violation of any 

Regulators/Exchanges/ Depositories guidelines/requirements occurring due to omission or commission of any act on the part of the client. This
may interalia include penalty for:

Short delivery of securities
Violation of client level position limits
Shortfall in Margin payment
Client code modification
Charges for dishonor of cheque(s) given by the Client or
Any other penal charges which may be levied by Exchange or any regulatory/government authority due to any activities of client.

RCSPL shall have the right to recover such charges like any other trade dues payable by the client and may also recover the same by selling
Client’s securities. 

L. Third party funds and securities 
In accordance with SEBI circular dated August 27, 2003, RCSPL requires all its Clients to make pay-in of funds and securities from the account
held in their name mapped to the trading /demat account towards their settlement and margin obligations. Similarly, payout of funds will only be
made in client’s name and securities will be transferred only to Client’s demat account registered with RCSPL. 

Accepted/given Receipt/payments of funds/securities will be accepted/given only from/to the details mapped to the trading and demat accounts. 

Payment made from any other account (other than mapped with RCSPL) will be treated as “third party”. In no circumstance, third party funds and
securities will be accepted towards settlement and/or margin obligation. In case, RCSPL observes that payment of funds or securities towards
pay-in/margin obligation has been met from third party account, RCSPL reserves right not to give credit of funds/securities to client/ park it in
separate suspense account / reverse the credit given and/or return the same to the source account from where funds/securities were received, if
identified. Client will be solely liable on account of any shortfall in meeting pay in/margin obligation in this regard. 

Wherever, client gives POA on demat account to RCSPL, RCSPL treats the securities lying in the account as securities margin. Therefore, client
needs to ensure that only securities belonging to the client are retained in the account and appropriate proof regarding purchase/gift etc. needs to
be provided to RCSPL. In absence of the same, RCSPL reserves right to transfer the securities to source account from where securities were
transferred to POA demat account. 

In case client transfers securities to POA account from third party account and sells the securities, RCSPL reserves the right to withhold the
payout, at its discretion, till client obtains NOC from the account holder from whose account shares were transferred for sale, in the event of
RCSPL finding the activity of client affecting the market integrity in any manner. 

M. Cash Deposit 
RCSPL does not deal in cash with clients/sub-broker/authorised persons and appropriate disclosure has been made in the account opening/client
registration forms. In case client directly deposit cash in RCSPL designated client bank account, then RCSPL will not give credit of the same to
client’s trading account. As soon as client provides appropriate proof of cash deposit, RCSPL will refund such amount to the Client. Clients are
hereby advised that they should not deposit any cash directly in bank accounts of RCSPL and/or should not deal in cash with any official/sub-
broker/ authorised person of RCSPL. 

RCSPL shall be entitled to change or alter this Policy or any part thereof, without giving any reason thereof to the Client. Notwithstanding any such
change or alteration all rights, liabilities and obligations of the parties arising out of or in respect of transactions entered into prior to such change
or alteration shall continue to subsist and vest in / be binding on the respective heirs, executors, administrators, legal representative or successors,
as the case may be. Notice of such alteration may be provided by RCSPL in writing which interalia includes post / courier / email. 

The Client is bound by such changes or alterations in the Policies & Procedures of RCSPL.

Signature of Client


